
Expansion and Marketing
CHIBA's Web3 customer base is rapidly expanding, with 13 official
partners, including blue-chip projects like Vulcan Forged and Genso
Meta. Discussions have also begun with $1 billion+ projects.
Onboarded Web3 marketing experts and advisors and is working with
reputable and verified KOLs within the Web3 space.

Tokenomics
80% of profits go directly to token stakers, paid in ETH.
Additionally, 15% of funds generated are allocated for
strategic marketing initiatives, and 5% for regular buybacks.
A 4% trading tax supports development, marketing, and
liquidity.
The fully diluted supply of 10,000,000 CHIBA tokens is in
circulation.

Smart Contract and Security
Independent Assure DeFi® has completed third-party KYC with the
highest security category awarded.
CHIBA was stealth-launched without VC or presale; this means no
dilution/dump issues.
Contract renounced and Liquidity pool locked with a current value of
20%. 
An independent project contract audit by DexTools gave CHIBA a perfect
99/99 score.
EVM token built on the secure, scalable, popular and largest Blockchain,
Ethereum. 

CHIBA Features
CHIBA is a pioneering platform that offers cross-platform language translation
services, seamlessly uniting community language groups on Telegram and
Discord. This allows all users to communicate in their native languages without
translation delays.
CHIBA provides services in 109 languages. It boasts 20,000 current users, an ultra-
fast translation speed of 0.35 seconds, and has already translated 6 million words
since its launch.
The platform is fully operational on Discord and Telegram.

Chiba Neko ($CHIBA) 360º review

Industry and Market Position
CHIBA initially focuses on capturing the Web3, Discord, and Telegram communities,
with plans to expand into the broader Web2 and Web3 services.
The global translations industry was worth $56.18 billion in 2021, indicating a
significant market opportunity for CHIBA.

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice.

Trust and Community
The CEO is fully doxxed and based in Europe, with a team that has experience
building tech companies within Web3.
CHIBA has a strong community base across all major social platforms, with an
independent review scoring community trust at 96%. It has 815 token
holders, 1500 vibrant Telegram members, and 1400 Twitter followers,
including popular KOLs. The network covers key stakeholders in Asia, Europe,
and the USA within the Web3 space.

Development
Developing gaming and GameFi in-game chat services, a translation
software API for integration into third-party applications, cross-platform
integration, AI-cantered integration to improve translation quality is
active, voice-to-text translation services, and a manga story development
project based on the Chiba Neko character.
Working towards getting $CHIBA listed on major cryptocurrency
exchanges to increase accessibility and liquidity.
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